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Looking Back

CEMETERY ROSE

Many of us are going through old papers and photos during the pandemic, awash in nostalgia and memories. The task is made much more
poignant for we who love the Historic Rose Garden because of how it
is being diminished by city staff. In a February presentation to the
Youth, Parks and Cultural Enrichment Commission, former Acting
Cemetery Manager, Gary Hyden, stated rose garden volunteers planted roses within an area “they have designated as the rose garden,” adding “it
was nothing official.” This spurred Judy Eitzen to research the Sacramento
Bee files, and Anita Clevenger to look
through old photos and records. They
found a very different story.
The first planting of historic roses in
the cemetery was announced in the
Sacramento Bee on Feb 22, 1992. The
article describes how rose expert/
collector Fred Boutin approached City
Park Supervisor Darrell Martineau
with the idea of bringing historic roses
Fred Boutin
to the cemetery for planting. Mr. Martineau “gave the go-ahead for the project and offered the city’s help in
digging planting holes and installing drip irrigation lines.” Volunteers
recruited by Jean Travis from the Perennial
Plant Club and neighboring rose societies
planted nearly 100 roses on March 8, 1992, in
two sections of the cemetery, now known as
the Broadway and East Beds. (The West Bed
was designated for later planting.) More roses were planted periodically. Initial plant
lists included roses from many different historic sites, donated primarily by Mr. Boutin,
Stuart Lauters, Carl Luhn, Ruth Knox, Jean
Travis and members of the Yolo and Beyond
Heritage Roses Group. Early photos show
rebar supports in plots and across paths.
Barbara Oliva
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EDITORIAL
It has been a difficult year for the nonprofit Old City Cemetery Committee and for the Historic Rose Garden
as part of that organization. I hope all our members, volunteers and friends are safe and doing well in view of
the current pandemic. Changes were forced on our members and volunteers, and in particular, we were disappointed to cancel this spring’s Open Garden.
As seen elsewhere in this newsletter, we are all saddened by the severe pruning conducted this spring and
into the heat of summer. The collection is no longer the horticultural attraction it has been for the cemetery.
With onsite garden work, events and tours prohibited, volunteers were still able to put together a virtual
plant sale so efforts propagating roses were not wasted. Our thanks also to Dave Andrews at Cosumnes River
College for continuing to irrigate the baby roses while we were prohibited from visiting the campus. Thanks
to the propagation team for conducting our virtual sale.
Funds generated at our Open Garden event are needed to maintain the garden and contribute to the repair of
cemetery artifacts. One broken marble stone near the rose garden will be repaired this fall with a contribution of Rose Garden funds.
Propagation for next year typically begins in early September though it is doubtful we will have access to the
CRC greenhouse and do not yet know if we can hold next spring’s sale. I hope volunteers will continue to
support the garden if only behind the scenes. With the uncertainties of the current pandemic, we have, at this time, only
tentative plans for 2021.
This edition begins my 20th year of editing this newsletter. It
has been a privilege to support the garden in this way.
Questions, comments, concerns,
Judy Eitzen, ed.

CURATOR’S CORNER

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org

Anita Clevenger

The situation with the Historic Rose Garden has continued to deteriorate. Volunteers still aren’t allowed to
work in the garden, so weeds have grown in the plots and at the base of the roses. Staff have been clearing
plots of companion plants and continually cutting colonizing roses to the ground with weed-whackers. There
was a third round of pruning in late July, just as temperatures soared and we suffered through an “excessive
heat event.” The climbing roses along the Broadway fence, site of Stephen Scanniello’s annual pruning workshops, once extended twenty or thirty feet. They now are just stubs. Many other roses, including some majestic thirty-year-old Tea roses with massive canes, were reduced to one or two leafless stumps. The Historic
Rose Garden is no longer a beautiful oasis. Parts of it resemble a battleground where the roses lost.
(Continued on page 3)
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It’s hard to get your bearings in the garden. Structures and large roses used to be landmarks. Nearly all the
roses are still there, but you often have to look hard to find them. We prided ourselves in maintaining tags on
the roses, documenting their name and provenance. Most of the tags are gone. Volunteers would love to rehang tags, but without large canes, and with constant aggressive pruning, we have little hope they will stay in
place.
We don’t understand why such severe pruning was done during the hottest summer months. The staff put
their faith into San Jose’s Tom Liggett, who has continued to work in the cemetery throughout the pandemic.
We trusted that he would not do anything to harm the roses, although we knew that his unconventional approach to pruning would result in smaller plants. His book, “How to Prune, Train and Tie Rose Plants,” has
sound advice. In it, Mr. Liggett recommends reducing large roses on a five-year plan, advocates caution with
Tea and China roses, and says this about summer pruning: “Summer is not the season for hard pruning. Go
easy on your plants. They need their stems and leaves to make them stronger.” He has not practiced what he
preaches.
Many of the roses responded well to Mr. Liggett’s pruning earlier this year. Only time will tell how the roses
subjected to such brutal summer pruning will do. Staff is irrigating the roses, which will help them survive.
Our roses are tough. However, they may never regain the awesome stature that attracted visitors from around
the world.
In our last newsletter, I reported staff was taking advice from a preservation consultant. I recently learned
that she produced a report on January 9, 2020, with no volunteer or other stakeholder input. Parts of the plan
present a biased, inaccurate and incomplete view of the gardens and volunteers. It goes so far as to accuse
garden volunteers (“especially in the rose garden”) with “burial desecration practices.” We always operate
with the utmost love and respect for the cemetery and have done nothing to desecrate it. We need to set the
record straight.
Without a doubt, the monuments are the most important cemetery features and need to be preserved. The
Cemetery Master Plan stated a vision of “historic cemetery, museum and gardens.” The question is how to
accommodate these elements. The Preservation Assessment heavily tips the scale in favor of historic hardscape, and advocates removing most “non-historic” (pre-1957) plants, including turf, trees and ornamental
plants. How bleak and barren will the cemetery be if this is implemented? Many plots have already been
stripped of plants and covered in wood chips, which is unattractive, historically inauthentic and hard to keep
weed-free. The plan says that it will “help improve the Historic City Cemetery for the benefit of the public.”
It has not yet been presented to the Preservation Commission, at which time the public and other stakeholders
can make comments. Let’s hope that there is an opportunity to build a plan to preserve the cemetery’s plants
as well as its stones and bricks.
We were assured by Youth, Parks, and Community Enhancement Director Mario Lara that most of the roses
will remain, although the garden will be “less lush” and “more manicured.” Nobody would consider it to be
lush today, and few would consider it manicured. Amputated is the word that comes to mind. We have asked
that he stop any further summer pruning.
There are no onsite tours or activities planned for the rest of the year. Past and current volunteers will continue to try to find ways to support the garden and its roses.
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LADY WATERLOW

Darrell g.h. Schramm

he story of the rose ‘Lady Waterlow’ begins with Sir Sydney Waterlow (1822-1906), 1sr Baronet,
philanthropist and liberal politician. As a young man, after an apprenticeship, he worked in the family
firm of Waterlow & Sons Ltd, a huge printing and engraver business that printed banknotes, postage
stamps, stocks and bond certificates, and the like. It employed more than 2000 people. Eventually he
served as the Managing Director of the company. An astute man of energy, he also became a director of the Union Bank
of London.
In 1845 he married Anna Maria. A few years later he officiated as
a commissioner for the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace in
1851. In 1857 he entered politics and was instrumental in establishing telegraph links between police stations. As a philanthropist, he founded the Hospital Sunday Fund, chaired the Philanthropic Housing Co.—which had four blocks of working class
houses built—and created the Industrial Dwellings Co. Around
the same time, he became a Sheriff. For his service as a juror at
the Paris International Exhibition in 1867, he was knighted. As a
friend of Florence Nightingale, he bought Lauderdale House,
which adjoined his Highgate property, and donated it to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. That same year, 1872, he became Lord
Mayor of London, and the following year, a Baronet. From 1873 to 1893 he promoted and chaired a governing
board for Westminster schools, feeding, clothing and educating boys.
His wife died, age 55, in 1880. In 1881 he found himself in San Francisco in a gathering at the Charles Crocket
mansion, where he met Margaret Hamilton (1849-1931), a woman 27 years his junior. They spent ten days together, riding horses, bowling, and playing billiards, Margaret beating him at the game every time. Then he
returned to England.
Margaret was born in Iowa, but when she was eleven years old, the Hamilton family moved to California (her
father was originally from Napa). In San Francisco, she grew up with Crockers, Stanfords, and Hearsts. When
her father died in 1870, he left Margaret and her sister his fortune. An ingenue in her twenties, she married a
prominent Bostonian capitalist, a prodigal who spent her inheritance in their five weeks of married life, then
disappeared. Fortunately, the scoundrel’s father was chagrined and noble enough to help Margaret secure a
divorce and, as further compensation, to take her to China.
After Sir Sydney Waterlow left San Francisco, Phoebe Hearst, mother of William Randall Hearst, invited Margaret to accompany her to London where she again encountered the Baronet. He proposed. On March 28,
1882, they were wed at the British Embassy in Paris. For a honeymoon, they toured Japan, Hong Kong, Canton, Saigon, Singapore, India, and Port Said, Egypt, which was languishing under a cholera epidemic. Accordingly, the couple was quarantined more than a week aboard ship at Marseilles.
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

Margaret’s marriage to Lord Waterlow gained her not only a
title but also a mansion in London, 3,000 acres called Trottiscliffe in Kent, and a villa in Cannes—Villa Monterey. (By 1896,
Cannes was the site of about 700 villas, many owned by the
English.) At one place or another, they were not averse to entertaining royalty, such as the Prince of Wales, Princess Louise
the Marchioness of Lorne, and King Gustav V of Sweden. Incidentally, King Gustav was a rosarian; a Hybrid Perpetual of
1922 was named for him. Lady Waterlow, as witty as she was
charming and elegant, became the sine qua non guest of any
grand reception in Cannes. (Sir Sydney also founded the International Hospital in Cannes.) In 1887 the Waterlows built
Trosley Towers, a stately home overlooking the North Downs
and the old Canterbury Pilgrimage road in Kent. It was here
the Baronet would see his last days.
Lady Waterlow joined her husband in philanthropy. Noblesse
oblige. In 1889 they deeded their 29 acres on Highgate Hill,
London, as a “garden for the gardenless.” It was opened to the
public in 1891 as Waterlow Park, where now a statue of Sir
Sydney stands. In 1892, he suffered a mild stroke. Two years
later he resigned as Managing Director of Waterlow & Sons
Ltd, delegating the responsibility to his son Philip. Sir Sydney Waterlow died at Trosley Towers in 1906.
He is buried in a churchyard at Stansted, Kent.
As a widow, Lady Waterlow continued her husband’s charitable works. She was active in working with
the poor in London’s East End. During World War I, she served on Princess Mary’s committee for War
Children’s Christmas Fund. In the mid-1920s, she saw Waterlow & Sons lose a lawsuit to the Bank of
Portugal. The company never entirely recovered, but it was not dissolved until 2009.
In 1925 she decided to spend most of her time at Villa Monterey where her older sister Alice joined her.
There she spent her last years, occasionally also at 29 Chesham Place in London. Dying in 1931, she was
buried in Cannes. A few months later the interior splendor of the villa was auctioned. In 1964, the villa
itself was demolished.
Earlier, however, in 1902, she had been commemorated with a climbing Tea or Tea-Noisette rose, bearing her name. It was done probably at her husband’s suggestion.
The rose emerged from the Nabonnand nursery in Golfe Juan at the eastern end of Cannes, no doubt familiar to the Waterlows who spent winters at their villa there. Gilbert Nabonnand founded the nursery in
1866 and ten years later was producing numerous roses, especially Teas, usually named for members of
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

the family or aristocracy. Gilbert died in 1903 (the year of the
rose) but had retired earlier. His two sons, Paul and Clement,
took up where he left off. In 1920, Clement created the Tea rose
‘Souvenir de Gilbert Nabonnand’ in memory of their father.
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It was Paul, however, who created the climbing Tea ‘Lady Waterlow’. This rose, a slow grower, will
climb from twelve to eighteen feet, but it makes a good short pillar rose. Handsome foliage shows
itself on prickly wood. The healthy, robust roses, free from mildew and rust, flourish as large, semidouble flowers. Soft, delicate shades of peach-pink and pale rose pink on petals exquisitely veined
make for a flower of true beauty. But the color can vary with the season and the climate. The large
silky blossoms appear solitary or in clusters of two to five. They carry a strong, sweet scent. The
plant tolerates both drought and rain. Odile Masquelier believes the rose to be one of Nabonnand’s
“great achievements.”
‘Lady Waterlow’ may have been the last of the Tea-Noisette type of rose to be introduced before the
rose world was inundated with Wichurana and Multiflora ramblers. It is, both in flower and habit,
more refined and aristocratic than either of the latter two. Doubtlessly, the Waterlows grew the rose
in their villa garden of which they were especially fond.

Darrell g.h. Schramm is a retired USF professor, now a gardener and writer.
He is also the editor of ROSE LETTER, a quarterly of the Heritage Roses
Group as well as editor of THE VINTAGE ROSE, a newsletter of The Friends
of Vintage Roses. He sits on the board of both organizations while writing
furiously. His book, Rainbow; a history of the rose in California was published in 2017 and is available from Amazon.
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LOOKING BACK, con’t.
(Continued from page 1)

An undated document from Mr. Boutin describes his goals for the
garden, including,“...complement and help focus attention and care
for the Old City Cemetery...display heritage roses in their full size
and beauty rather than as the heavily pruned and crowded plants
which are usual in smaller gardens,” and “...preserve heritage rose
varieties as a museum collection.”
In 1993, tours of the historic roses were announced to the public in
the Bee. People were encouraged to bring roses for identification.
In 1995, the Bee first uses the name, “Historic Rose Garden.” The
first Open Garden was held in April of that year, complete with a
continental breakfast. Barbara Oliva oversaw volunteer activities in
the garden. In her annual report to the City, she said about 100
people attended, four tours of the garden were given, and a few
propagated roses were available to sell, netting a profit of $50. Ms.
Oliva said that about thirty people helped volunteer throughout the
year.
Ms. Oliva developed a data base, producing the first garden catalog
in 1998.

There don’t seem to be any records of when the first “Historic Rose Garden” sign was installed at the plot on
the corner of Ivy and Laburnum, or who purchased and installed it. A 1999 booklet about the garden shows
a photograph of the sign. The Historic Rose Garden committee purchased a replacement in 2007 from a
source recommended by current City Historian Marcia Eymann. It weathered badly, so volunteers worked
with Ms. Eymann to design and procure another sign, funded by the non-profit. Installed in 2016, this sign
was built to last, but it disappeared in January of this year, and the Cemetery Manager reported it stolen. It
has not been replaced by the city.
In 2001, the Sacramento Bee published an article about Ms. Oliva, “Her Role As Curator Just Grew.” Later
that year, Judy Eitzen began producing the Cemetery Rose, expanding on Barbara’s original newsletter.
Past editions are posted on the garden’s website, www.cemeteryrose.org. They are a trove of rose lore and
history.

In 2003, the Old City Cemetery Committee was formed as a nonprofit in support of the cemetery, and the
rose garden became one of its committees, gaining tax-exempt status.
Sacramento’s first heritage rose conference was hosted by the rose garden volunteers and members of the
Yolo and Beyond Rose Group in 2004. About 40 people attended. The Open Garden generated $932 in revenues.
In 2005, the Heritage Rose Foundation held a symposium in El Cerrito, CA. Ms. Oliva spoke about the garden, and conference attendees visited the cemetery, including several Australian “Tea Bags,” authors of the
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

definitive book about tea roses: Tea Roses; old roses for warm gardens.(1)
Over the years, many other foreign rose experts visited. Photos show China’s Dr. Wang Guoliang,
Frances’ Loubert family, the president of England’s
Royal National Rose Society, Ann Bird, World Federation of Rose Societies’ Helga Brichet, and others
from Australia, New Zealand, Germany, Japan and
elsewhere. Several foreign rose authors agreed to
speak to the community. It was a rare treat to hear
the real scoop about botanical artist Redoute from
Belgium’s Ingrid Verdegen, learn about Italian roses from Andrew Hornung and be introduced to
Scots roses (the multi-syllabic spinossissimas and
pimpinellafolias) by English expert Peter Boyd.
In 2006 saw the first “Deadheading at Dusk” event. Throughout the years, volunteers were recruited constantly, including “Pruning Parties,” working with groups such as AmeriCorps and local churches, and even
mentoring a series of interns from The Met High School.

Eight steel arbors built from historic fencing donated by City Historian
Jim Henley were built and installed by city staff starting in 2006. Photos
show them proudly standing beside them.
Also in 2006, Mayor Heather Fargo gave the Historic Rose Garden a
$500 historic preservation grant in recognition of our efforts. This was
the year propagation efforts began at the Cosumnes River College greenhouse, raising many thousands of dollars through rose sales over the
years, funding plot and monument repairs and rose garden operations.
2007 saw approval of the Cemetery Master Plan, which stated a vision of
“historic cemetery, museum and gardens” and describes the Historic
Rose Garden as one of the “significant” gardens that made the cemetery
“once again a destination and horticultural attraction.”
In 2009, the garden received the “Rose Garden Hall of Fame” award
from the Great Rosarians of the World. The Sacramento City Council
issued a resolution to recognize that achievement. In the Bee article
about the honor, the city’s historical district manager, Natalie Birk, said “these roses are growing in their natural state. It’s unusual to see a garden of this magnitude in that way.”(2)
(Continued on page 10)
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2012 was the garden’s 20th anniversary. City staff designed and erected banners along Broadway to celebrate the garden. 120 people attended a rose preservation conference, complete with a mini Lantern
Tour. Two resolutions were passed by the City Council in recognition
of rose garden volunteers: Barbara Oliva, who was recognized for her
twenty years of service as the garden’s curator, and the volunteers as
a group. The conference was opened by Vice-Mayor Angelique Ashby.
In 2013, city staff erected directional signs in the cemetery showing
the Historic Rose Garden’s location. Ms. Oliva became Curator Emeritus at the end of the year, with Anita Clevenger taking on Curator duties and continuing to volunteer as garden manager. Ms. Oliva died
in 2014, and her memorial service was held in the rose garden.
In November, 2014, the cemetery was listed in the National Register
of Historic Places. Even though the nomination package identified the
rose garden as a contributor, city staff began expressing concern
about the size and placement of the roses and their impact on historic
preservation.
The garden was nominated for the World Federation of Rose Societies’ Garden of Merit by City Council Member Steve Hansen, and the
award was granted in 2015. It was one of only eleven US gardens so
recognized at that time. The plaque’s dedication was held in April,
2016.

Anita and Laura proudly
display the plaque

Jean Travis died in 2018, and her memorial service was held in front of ‘Fortune’s
Double Yellow,’ which was in full bloom.
Her family and friends enjoyed the beauty
of their surroundings, remembering how
desolate and lifeless the cemetery had been
and taking pride in what she had founded.

‘Fortune’s double Yellow’ c 2011
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There is no record of any formal agreement
between the city and any of the volunteer
groups. Maybe that’s what made the volunteer efforts and achievements over 28
years “nothing official.”
——————(1) authors: Chapman, Drage, Durston,
Jones, Merrifield & West, Rosenburg
Publishing, 2008
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SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

Anita Clevenger

How satisfied were the customers of this year’s rose sale? We are continuing to get thank you
notes and photographs from people who are delighted by our plants.
Jody Doss, who bought ‘Mme. Antoine Mari’ and ‘Lady Roberts’, has this to say: “I just can’t get
over how healthy and vigorous these two Tea plants are. Thank you so much! I don’t think I’ll ever
buy plants form anywhere else but you and the Sac cemetery sales. Thank you for all the labor you
put into growing such great plants. I can’t remember the last time I was so impressed with a young
rose plant.”
Jody lives in Marin County. With the Covid-19 restrictions, it took some ingenuity to get the roses
to her. We organized a relay team. Daniel Naumann and Roland Vallerand met me in the Lowe’s
parking lot in Vacaville, where they stuffed roses destined for Marin, Mendocino and Sonoma
Counties into their tiny car. They were on their way to visit Gregg Lowery in Sebastopol, but
stopped at another Lowe’s along the way to leave roses with a rose-lover who lives in Cotati. She
cared for them until their new owners could pick them up. Similar rose caravans took roses to Los
Angeles/San Diego and the South Bay.
It wasn’t easy, but it was worth the effort.

Daniel and Roland enroute
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PRESERVING HISTORIC CULTIVARS
Historic Rose Garden volunteers have worked for years to distribute most of the cemetery’s rare
and historic cultivars to commercial sources, other public gardens and private gardeners. Our annual rose sales have been a key component to assure that roses are preserved. A number of our
customers have offered their plants as source for cuttings in the future. We recognize the value in
identifying potential mother plants and continue working on building such a list.
A few roses are still unique to the cemetery. We hope to be able to propagate and distribute them
as well, to ensure that they are not lost.
One of the best ways to preserve rare roses is through repositories such as the newly established
Amador County Master Gardener Heritage Rose Garden. We will continue to support such collections, and hope to develop additional sites. We are holding selected roses in reserve for that purpose.
Another form of preservation is documenting the roses. Much still can be done to tell their stories,
including where they were found, who found them, and what we know about them.
At present, we do not envision having a rose sale next spring because our propagation site,
Cosumnes River College, is closed due to Covid-19 restrictions.

Above: Mother Plant on a Glenn County ranch,
originally called “Moorhead Complicata”
identified as ‘Ramona’ from 1913
Right: Ramona blossom
Next page: ‘Ramona’ on the cemetery fence.
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I don’t know whether nice people tend to grow roses
or growing roses makes people nice.
Roland A. Browne
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Garden Tip—Autumn Care for Roses
•
•
•
•

•

Stop deadheading repeat-blooming roses 8-10 weeks before first frost.
Sacramento’s average date for first frost is November 14.
Clean up debris around base of roses and discard. Pathogens often appear in fall and using debris for compost can promote disease.
Prune off crossing canes that may whip against each other during fall
and winter storms.
Roses in California generally do not require winter protection and may
benefit from compost or mulch applied around the base—6” from the
stems—to control weeds.
Clean, sharpen and oil clippers, loppers and other pruning tools ready
for winter pruning.

Volunteer Activities and Events
At this time, restrictions from Covid-19 limit volunteers to offsite activities.
Thanks to city staff irrigation of the Historic Rose Garden continues.
Gardening and Adopt-A-Plot volunteers should be permitted on site when restrictions are lifted and the Cemetery Manager has reestablished a program for
these activities.
OCCC activities—tours, visitor assistance, etc.—should resume when it is safe to
do so.
Please stay informed via our website (www.cemeteryrose.org) and Facebook
page.
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